Comparison of conventional microscopic and exoscopic experimental bypass anastomosis - A technical analysis.
Recently the use of digital exoscopes has been increasingly promoted as an alternative to microscopes. The aim of this study is to compare experimental bypass quality in both visualization methods. This study comprised of 200 one-millimeter chicken wing vessels, which were utilized for either exoscopic or microscopic (100 samples each) bypass procedures. All procedures were recorded between July 2018 and September 2018. The bypass quality was evaluated according to our published Practical Scale (time, stitch distribution, intima-intima attachment, and orifice size). Both methods are effective in doing bypass suturing (Practical scale score good 86% vs 85%, P= 0.84). There were no significant differences regard to intima-intima attach (P= 0.26), and orifice size (P= 0.25). However, Suturing time (P< 0.001) was less using the microscope, while stitch distribution (P= 0.001) was better in using exoscope. Moreover, different suturing techniques (interrupted vs. continuous) did not change overall comparable result (P= 0.55). Both methods produced equal satisfactory result in experimental bypass procedure. Exoscope has the potential for better 3D visualization as well as sharing the same surgeon's view with others for teaching purposes.